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THE GREEN SHEET 

Churchill Downs Selections 
By, John M. Gaver III 

www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Churchill Downs: 2017 Fall Meet 
Twenty-First Day: Sunday, November 26, 2017 
Post Time: 1:00 P.M. Eastern 
Churchill Meet Stats: 209-49-39-27—23%W, 55%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
 
RACE ONE 
(#8)SCATMEIFUCAN: Stalks under Geroux; first off the claim for Hartman   
(#6)LA MAJESTIQUE: Wheeled back for $25K; at best on “fast” racetrack 
(#4)RISE ABOVE IT: First off the claim for new outfit; creeps up, gets C-Lan 
(#2)AMERICAN HOLIDAY: 1st off claim for Diodoro; first start since July 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-6-4-2 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#5)ALL RIGHT: Gets needed class relief; barn had a pair of wins Saturday   
(#9)ADVENTIST: Won his last start off a layoff; on the drop for Maker Barn 
(#2)PATRICK’S DAY: Like the cutback to 8.5F; ultimate equipment change 
(#1)ABOVE THE BAR: Prominent early in a race without much early lick 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-9-2-1 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#2)DIXIE KICKS: She’s the speed of the speed; two-pronged drop on point   
(#1)LIPSTICKONMYCOLLAR: Sharp for a dime in dirt debut; tries winners 
(#5)FRIGIDISH: Woke up for $8,000 tag; third start of current form cycle 
(#4)IN FOCUS: Seems to be better in grass routes but fits on this class level 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-1-5-4 
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RACE FOUR 
(#5)OVERDRAFT: Sneaky good effort from 11-hole on debut; big class drop   
(#11)SOPHIE’S ANGEL: Has solid 1-turn dirt form; gets 7-lb. weight break 
(#12)CARD CLUB: Been facing better stock; second start off the sidelines 
(#7)FASTER N BLAZES: Barn wins w/ 2YO first-timers; in snug for $40K 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-11-12-7 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#10)BUTTER UP KATIE: One-turn mile in her wheelhouse; on the drop   
(#11)UNFADING BEAUTY: Fits on this level; placed in five-of-seven in ‘17 
(#3)LIL MISS BLUE EYES: Brutal trip last time; wide in penultimate race 
(#9)ETTALUSIVE: Drops and will be tighter; has suspect past form on dirt 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-11-3-9 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#7)SAFE PASSAGE: Seven-furlongs on the money; placed in 4-of-6 at CD   
(#12)PURIMETER: Throw out last start in the slop; double-dip drop suits 
(#2)BACKLASH: Tough trip facing open $5K rivals in last; wheeled back 
(#4)BIG LEGACY: Big class drop off year-plus layoff; useful A.M. breezes 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-12-2-4 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#9)HEZA KITTEN: Steadied at Ɖ-pole and rallied on debut; will love 9F  
(#3)LION’S SHARE: Bred to love 2-turns on grass; rough trip in KD debut 
(#8)SOUL BEAM: Pedigree is all grass; barn hits at a solid clip off layoffs 
(#2)HALLIE’S HERO: Pace-factor w/ hood “on”; jock change to Santana, Jr. 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-3-8-2 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#8)NEW YORK CENTRAL: Flattered by Seven Trumpets’ win Sat.; upside   
(#10)MINE MY TIME: Rank early in dirt debut; like the blinkers “off” move 
(#5)GEYSER: Catches a soft crew out of the box; sharp gate work Nov. 10 
(#6)A WONDERFUL DREAM: Consistent work tab since Sept.; cost $170K 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-10-5-6 
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RACE NINE 
(#12)SANDVILLE: Ran huge in first 2-turn dirt start; 12-hole a concern   
(#2)HE’S BANKABLE: Exits “live” maiden heats; freshened-up, blinks “on” 
(#1)GRADE: Improving, should relish the 2-turn stretch-out; saves ground 
(#9)APPLEWOOD: He’ll be much tighter with a two-turn race under his belt 
 
SELECTIONS: 12-2-1-9 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#4)SINGING BULLET: Tough beat vs. similar 24 days ago; tactical speed   
(#10)MCCORMICK: Comes in fresh, likes CD; tipped hand w/ “bullet” work? 
(#3)CONQUEST WINDYCITY: Like the blinkers “on” play; wants two-turns? 
(#2)RATED R SUPERSTAR: One-turn mile setup is on point; fresh, drops 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-10-3-2 
 
 
RACE ELEVEN 
(#9)MOM’S ON STRIKE: Too far back early last time; new jock stalks pace   
(#11)CORBY: 8-panels hits hard-luck filly between the eyes; likes CD weeds 
(#7)PRADO VISION: Placed in 6-of-9 lifetime on turf; second start off shelf 
(#2)AWESOME BOSS: Has a reliable late kick on turf; needs early pace help 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-11-7-2 
 
 
RACE TWELVE 
(#1)MY EMINENCE: Knocking on the door for a while; Bo-Rail gets it done   
(#3)FLIGHT RISK: Barn sharp with first-timers; well-bred colt cost $400K 
(#12)SOUPER CATCH: Solid third off lengthy rest; forward move in cards 
(#5)C DUB: Like the slight cutback; four sharp breezes since his last race 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-3-12-5 
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